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LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) Is Not Analytics!
LENSS Does Not Scrap Siloed, Dusty, Collected Information.
LENSS is the Basis of Data/Information Collection for the Analysis.
Real-Time Collected Data from Street Level Officers is the Actual Key!
Analytics is only as good as the base data. Under or miss-reported data is the failure of
collection that makes a mockery of the weightless and missed results.
The actions of sheriff deputies and police officers on the streets
are the beginning of the information chain. They see and hear
the initial incidents and subsequent conversations with the
individuals. You cannot get closer to the facts than our law
enforcement ‘boots on the ground.’ In notating within LENSS
and not just robotically checking boxes, they are building an
information flow with unique identifiers for all their fellow
officers across borders, counties, and agencies.
You do not have to write a book; it is just short
words, sentences, and phrases that become
searchable for all. Law enforcement officers at all
levels are trained and have ‘soft skill sets’ that are
based on gut feelings. Those must be noted, as
they may and will play an important part in a further
or a connected investigation down the road.
It is those unique identifiers such as, vehicle tag, driving license number, type of vehicle,
passenger or passengers, location, time, and the reason for a traffic stop that just like a field
interview or ‘call for service’ highlight time-based facts and statements that must be noted.
There is the difference and been proven over and over for the last three and half years in the
use of LENSS.
There is categorically no solution on the global, nationally or on a local basis that can share
across borders and agencies in the manner of LENSS. It is the law enforcement game changer
and can be assimilated as productive ‘Policing on Steroids.’
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LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing
Solution) platform works as a standalone
RMS/CAD or can be integrated with your internal
systems.
The capability to onboard your total agency or
force is in a simple single operation. It is a
necessary, logical policing tool which increases the ability of all officers to assist each other and
vastly improves the morale that we all know requires work.
The support and training are second to none as we believe in the ‘train the trainer’ principal.
The difference with LENSS is simple; it was logically designed by former law enforcement
officers who work on the day to day operation with the software
team. This is not a singular IT operation; we understand the
streets, morale of officers and how to motivate all to physically
participate in successful crime fighting.
LENSS is a CJIS secure, compliant cloud-based modular
platform and is based on perpetual notation which is totally
searchable. The query ability is exacting and really does offer
officer safety in knowing so much more when interactions are
occurring.
The LENSS Currency Tracking Module is the only global solution
for tracking ‘drug buy or organized crime funds’ that you insert
into society. If you are photocopying these funds and placing in a
filing cabinet for checking later, you are a potential LENSS client!
The money laundering that is a major global issue is solvable
through LENSS. Any street-level officer on the LENSS Currency
Tracking Module can scan seized funds from their computer or
Smartphone, if it is a match for uploaded currency, the officer whose
case it is, will be notified instantaneously via SMS Text and Email.
None of the case information is seen by the officer on the street.
Make an appointment; we will visit in person, converse and demonstrate the solution.

LENSS is the Needed & Demanded Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
For more information call: USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247

Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com
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